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QUESTION 1

In your conversation flow, you want to make sure that users always see a message, even when there is no data to
display. To implement this, you decide to use a system.setvariable component that verifies that the variable mydata
contains a value and, if it does, sets the value of the displayVar variable to the value of mydata. If no value is specified
for mydata, then displayVar is set to the string \\'No Data 1. Which two BotML with Apache FreeMarker examples
implement this requirement? 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

E. Option E 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two statements are true for the system.webview component? 
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A. Parameters passed from the skill to the web application cannot be accessed through JavaScript. 

B. Property names in the web application response payload must match with the variable names in the dialog flow. 

C. When registering web applications in a skill, bot designers can see the data structure returned by the app 

D. Parameters passed from the skill to the web application are accessible through JavaScript. 

E. The webview.onDone parameter is automatically added to the payload and passes the skill\\'s callback URL property
to the web application. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement is true regarding the effect of context pinning on routing? 

A. If the input includes an implicit invocation for a skill, the router pins the conversation to that skill. 

B. If the user is pinned to a skill and then enters something that doesn\\'t relate to that skill, the router automatically
checks other skills for a match. 

C. The thresholds that determine whether context pinning will occur or not set at the skill level. 

D. For user input that includes an explicit invocation for a skill, but not intent-related utterance, the router pins the
conversation to the skill. The next utterance, the router pins the conversation to the skill. The next utterance is assumed
to be related to that skill. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

You are designing a skill for a railway company. You created a value list entity (StationEntity), which is the list of all
possible train stations To resolve an intent (Routelnfolntent), you need to determine whether the user is asking for a
route which is either to a station or from a station. Which statement describes the most robust and efficient approach for
extracting this information from the user input? 

A. Create a value list entity called ToFromEntlty with values of "to" and "from" and with appropriate synonyms for each
value. Create a value list called DirectionStation and add ToFromEntity and StationEntity to this. Then, add
DirectionStation to the Routelnfolntent. 

B. Create two derived entities based on StationEntity. In one entity, set the preceding phrase to "to" (along with any
required synonyms). In the other entity, do the same but with the preceding phrase "from". Add both entities to the
Routelnfolntent intent. 

C. Duplicate StationEntity. In one version, prefix all of the train station names with "to" and in the other prefix with "from".
Then add both entities to the Routelnfolntent intent. 

D. Add StationEntity to the Routelnfolntent intent and then update the training data with phrases beginning with "from". 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 5

What does this dialog flow do? 

A. It logs how many times it takes each user to enter an utterance that resolves to an intent. 

B. It loops back to the intent state until the user enters an utterance that resolves to an intent. 

C. If the user does not enter an utterance that resolves to an intent within three tries, it transitions to a state to handle
the user problem. 

D. It stops the conversation if the user can\\'t enter any utterances that resolve to an intent. 

Correct Answer: C 
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